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One and only Luminescent chandelier from Crystal Caviar has been
shortlisted for International Yacht & Aviation award 2018
Luminescent chandelier made by Crystal Caviar has been shortlisted for International Yacht
& Aviation award 2018 in category Lighting – Pendant/chandelier. 5,6m high chandelier with
special luminescent glass was produced for 47,5m MY Nerrisa built by Bilgin Yachts.
Luminescent chandelier is the first chandelier with special luminescent effect ever installed
on board of yacht. The chandelier is compiled from 189 glass components which are firmly
connected to each other by sticks made from polished stainless steel. To achieve
minimalistic look but maximize optical effect of the glass at the same time, each glass
component is compiled from two parts made of two different types of glass. The inside part
is smooth with luminescent effect (we achieved this with special luminescent lacquer) and
the external part is made of knurled glass to achieve 3D effect of every component.
“Key aspect of the product is its luminescent effect. Thanks to it you can see so many new
light reflections, shades and colours in the glass. The chandelier is not only well - made
design piece, but it literally lit the entire interior of the yacht. It is like a pearl shines in the
night,” describes Marek Landa, owner of Crystal Caviar company. “It is a great honour for us
to be shortlisted for this award. I am looking forward to see final evaluation and how we will
be successful in enormous competition,” added Marek Landa.
Crystal Caviar is a renowned Czech company with headquarters in the heart of Bohemian
glass craftsmanship in Northern Bohemia. Company specialises in creation of unique glass
products for yachts – art chandeliers, crystal sculptures, lamps, glass walls, special Crystal
Caviar tiles. All products are manufactured in the highest quality and they are 100% safe for
the moving yacht environment. Crystal Caviar have completed more than 70 yacht projects
without any reclaim so far. Its products are vibration and salty proof.
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